
Abstract. The temperature (internal energy) of clusters and
nanoparticles is an important physical parameter which affects
many of their properties and the character of processes they are
involved in. At the same time, determining the temperature of
free clusters and nanoparticles in molecular beams is a rather
complicated problem because the temperature of small particles
depends on their size. In this paper, recently developed kinetic
methods for measuring the temperature of clusters and nano-
particles in molecular beams are reviewed. The definition of
temperature in the present context is given, and how the tem-
perature affects the properties of and the processes involving the
particles is discussed. The temperature behavior of clusters and
nanoparticles near a phase transition point is analyzed. Early
methods for measuring the temperature of large clusters are
briefly described. It is shown that, compared to other methods,
new kinetic methods are more universal and applicable for
determining the temperature of clusters and nanoparticles of
practically any size and composition. The future development
and applications of these methods are outlined.

1. Introduction

Investigations of clusters and nanoparticles are currently one
of the most rapidly developing areas of fundamental physics
[1±39]. (To recall, clusters with the number of particles

N5 102 and nanoparticles are the same aggregates or
ensembles of particles [39±41]). Due to the discrete structure
of energy levels and high surface-to-volume ratio, clusters and
nanoparticles have peculiar properties that distinguish them
from both their constituent components and the bulk
substance. Quantum and structural, as well as dimensional
and surface, effects are of importance in such small systems.
Considerable interest in the investigation of clusters and
nanoparticles arises from their unique properties, dimen-
sional effects, and a variety of nanotechnological applica-
tions [42, 43] to manufacture miniature high-speed electronic
devices and systems with high-capacity memory, to deposit
thin films, and to develop new materials and treat their
surfaces [1, 18, 20, 29, 31]. Further, an increasingly greater
interest in metallic and composite clusters and nanoparticles
is attributable to the possibility of using them as new high-
temperature superconductors [36, 44±47]. Such applications
of clusters and nanoparticles require deep knowledge of their
physical, chemical, and thermodynamic properties.

Temperature (internal energy) is one of the most impor-
tant physical characteristics of clusters and nanoparticles,
responsible for many of their properties and the character of
processes in which they happen to be involved (see, for
instance review [35] and references cited therein). Hence,
there is great importance in developing methods for the
diagnostics of clusters and nanoparticles, including those for
measuring their temperature. However, the creation of a
`thermometer' to measure the temperature of free clusters
and nanoparticles in molecular beams encounters rather
serious difficulties. Recently, a few kinetic methods for
measuring the temperature of clusters and nanoparticles in
molecular beams have been proposed. The present work is
designed to consider these techniques.

The review cutline is as follows. Section 2 deals with the
temperature of clusters and nanoparticles. The kinetic and
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thermodynamic definition of cluster temperature is proposed.
The temperature behavior of clusters and nanoparticles near
a phase transition point is analyzed. The influence of
temperature on cluster properties and its role in physico-
chemical processes with the participation of clusters and their
beams is discussed. Section 3 contains a synopsis of early
methods for measuring the temperature of clusters and
nanoparticles, such as the electron diffraction method and
optical and thermodynamic methods. Estimates of cluster
temperature are reported as obtained in experiments on gas
(or vapor) outflow from a nozzle in the absence of gas-
carriers. The basis of the method for measuring the tempera-
ture of clusters and nanoparticles is considered in the
framework of the evaporative ensemble concept. Advan-
tages and disadvantages of these methods are analyzed.
Results of studies on temperature distribution in small
clusters stabilized by evaporation are presented.

The central Section 4 focuses on the recently developed
kineticmethods formeasuring the temperature of free clusters
and nanoparticles in molecular beams. Basic principles of
these methods are described along with the experimental data
on the temperature of alkali metal clusters. Results of
experiments on measuring the temperature of van der Waals
�CF3I�N clusters in a beam are presented. A universal probe
method for measuring the temperature of large clusters
(nanoparticles) in a beam is described in considerable detail,
which is based on using miniature probe thermometers
(molecules or atoms) placed on the cluster surface. The
results of measurements of the temperature of �CO2�N
nanoparticles in a cluster beam by this method are pre-
sented. Detailed analysis of the possibilities of kinetic
methods for measuring the temperature of clusters and
nanoparticles, and prospects for their further development
and application are presented. The closing Section 5 reports
the main results of the studies reviewed in this paper and their
possible implications.

2. The temperature of clusters and nanoparticles
and its influence on particle properties

The temperature of clusters and nanoparticles and the
methods for its measurement and stabilization are considered
at great length in Ref. [35] (see also the recent review [39]). In
addition, these works contain analysis of the influence of the
temperature on particle properties and the character of
processes in which particles participate. Therefore, only brief
mention is made here of the main facts concerning the
temperature of clusters and nanoparticles that may be helpful
in understanding the issues considered in this work. Notice
that it is devoted to new kinetic methods for measuring the
temperature of free clusters and nanoparticles in molecular
beams thatwere developed recently andwere not yet discussed
in the aforementioned publications [35, 39].

Cluster (nanoparticle) temperature is determined by the
energy of random motion of constituent atoms or molecules
with respect to the cluster's center of masses. When the
rotational and translational degrees of freedom of a cluster
are `frozen', its internal temperatureTcl is given by the relation

3N

2
kBTcl �

�XN
i�1

mi�vc:m: ÿ vi�2
2

�
; �2:1�

wheremi and vi are themass and velocity of constituent atoms
(molecules), vc:m: is the velocity of the cluster's center of

masses, N is the number of particles in the cluster, and kB is
the Boltzmann constant.

Relation (2.1) actually represents the kinetic definition of
the cluster temperature. Alternatively, it can be defined as a
thermodynamic quantity:

Tcl � dE

dS
; �2:2�

where E and S are the total internal energy and entropy of the
cluster, respectively. The temperatures defined by expressions
(2.1) and (2.2) are different quantities and discrepancy
between them may have serious consequences (see Refs [30,
38, 48, 49] and references cited therein). The thermodynamic
consideration of clusters takes account not only of the energy
of thermal motion of their atoms, but also of the potential
energy of atom±atom interactions inside the cluster [30, 35,
38, 39], including configuration excitation energy. By config-
uration excitation is meant transitions of a cluster from the
ground state to local minima of a multidimensional space of
the potential energy surface. It is configuration excitations
that change the cluster structure and aggregate state [19, 30,
35, 38, 39, 48, 49].

The thermodynamic definition of cluster temperature is
more accurate and complete. The thermodynamic considera-
tion of clusters taking account of their total internal energy
and entropy permits us to describe many processes associated
with structural transitions and provides an in-depth under-
standing of phase transition physics in clusters [30, 35, 38, 39,
49]. By way of example, this approach allowed the negative
heat capacity of a cluster near the melting point to be
predicted [50±55]. Experimentally, the negative heat capacity
was observed in papers [56±61].

It should be noted that the introduction of a thermo-
dynamic parameter (temperature) for a cluster as a system of
a finite number of particles (as opposed to a bulk material) is
problematic; it requires substantiation and elaboration. Both
in experiment and computer simulations, a cluster may be
regarded as a canonical ormicrocanonical ensemble of atoms,
meaning that the cluster resides either in isothermal or
adiabatic conditions. Isothermal conditions are implied for
the cluster temperature given by relations (2.1) and (2.2),
whereas adiabatic conditions correspond to beam expansion
into a vacuum and many other conditions of cluster studies.
As shown below, it is in the adiabatic conditions that
configuration excitation changes the cluster temperature.
The cluster negative heat capacity observed near the melting
point also occurs under adiabatic conditions. It is rather
specific in character owing to cluster phase coexistence near
the melting point. We will briefly discuss these questions
below on a qualitative level.

The characteristic feature of clusters and nanoparticles
(small-sized systems) is the fact that the coexistence of liquid
and solid states in them takes place in some region of
temperatures in the vicinity of the melting point [19, 30, 38,
39, 49, 62±76 ]. The results of theoretical studies and computer
simulations dating back to the 1970s [77±81] show that
clusters composed from atoms and molecules exist in two
(or more) stable states corresponding to solid and liquid
forms. Under proper conditions, these states may corre-
spond to other forms, e.g., glassy-like [30, 82] or slush-like
[48, 63, 71±73]. The coexistence of phases means that a cluster
is alternatively a solid or a liquid. Therefore, the behavior of
atoms in the cluster is characterized by at least two effective
(mean) temperatures corresponding to the solid and liquid
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states [30, 38, 39, 49, 75], the typical time for the establishment
of thermal equilibrium in a cluster between atomic vibrations
being much smaller than the transition time between the two
aggregate states. Given that a time longer than the time the
cluster resides in either of the phase states is considered, the
cluster can be characterized by a single temperature deter-
mined by statistical thermodynamic averaging over a large
time interval. These three temperatures are not significantly
different [30, 49, 75] [see also relation (2.8)].

These peculiarities of cluster temperature can be under-
stood from the relationship between thermal and configura-
tion excitations of a cluster under adiabatic (isoenergetic)
conditions, when it is just a microcanonical ensemble of
atoms. In this case, equilibrium between the cluster atoms
depends on the hierarchy of times needed to come into the
equilibrium. In the approximation of two aggregate states
[83], the typical time teq of thermal equilibration between
bound atoms inside the cluster is on the order of [30, 75]

teq � 1

oD
; �2:3�

where oD is the Debye frequency inversely proportional to
the vibration period of cluster atoms (� 10ÿ14 s at
T � 300 K). The typical time tag of cluster transition
between the aggregate states is large compared to teq:

teq 5 tag ; �2:4�
because such transition requires a high energy barrier to be
overcome [30, 38, 49].

Let us consider a cluster as a microcanonical ensemble of
bound atoms and disregard its interaction with the environ-
ment; in other words, let us assume that

tag 5 tth ; �2:5�
where tth is the typical time of energy exchange between the
cluster and its environment. For times shorter than tth, the
cluster may be regarded as an isolated particle. Let us
introduce the typical time t of cluster observation, such that

tag 5 t5 tth : �2:6�
This hierarchy of times [relations (2.4)±(2.6)] leads to the
specific picture of cluster evolution and determination of its
temperature. Indeed, the thermal equilibrium between vibra-
tions of cluster atoms is reached for time teq; then, their
thermal motion can be characterized by the temperature [84].
Criterion (2.4) implies that this temperature is different for
two aggregate states, which makes it possible to introduce
separate temperatures, Tsol and Tliq, for atoms of solid and
liquid states of the cluster [30, 38, 39, 49, 65, 70, 76].
Specifically, the cluster energy in the Dulong±Petit limit is
given by the expression [30, 49]

E � �3Nÿ 6� kBTsol � DEmel � �3Nÿ 6� kBTliq ; �2:7�
where DEmel is the cluster melting energy. Hence it follows
that

DT � Tsol ÿ Tliq � DEmel

�3Nÿ 6� kB : �2:8�

For large times on the order of t, the total cluster temperature
Tcl can also be introduced. It can be expressed in terms of the
average energy of individual cluster atoms [relation (2.1)] if
averaging is taken over a sufficiently large time (on the order
of t), during which the cluster can repeatedly change its
aggregate state.

Unless a cluster interacts with the environment, the
thermodynamic equilibrium is established inside it. Then, the
total cluster temperature can be introduced based on the
thermodynamic relation (2.2), in addition to the tempera-
tures of solid and liquid aggregate states. This relation can be
used to determine both temperatures of each aggregate state
and the mean cluster temperature averaged over large time
[30, 49].

Thus, for a cluster residing in microcanonical (adiabatic)
conditions, the above differentiation of cluster evolution
times makes it possible to separately determine temperatures
of the solid and liquid aggregate states of the cluster [84].
These states under canonical (isothermal) conditions can also
be given by different mean kinetic and potential energies
[30, 49, 75]. However, a single cluster temperature can be used
if the cluster observation time exceeds the typical time for
which the dynamic equilibrium between the aggregate states
is reached [30, 49, 75].

The effective temperature of a cluster, either solid or
liquid, in an ensemble with a constant energy can be
estimated in either of the two ways: either through the mean
kinetic energy of the particles or through the derivative of the
internal energy with respect to the entropy at constant
volume. Whereas these two methods are equivalent for
determining the temperature in the case of a canonical
ensemble of macroscopic systems, they may be not at all
equivalent for microcanonical ensembles, in particular, of
small systems, such as clusters and nanoparticles. The
effective temperature of the solid state defined in terms of
kinetic energymust surpass that of the liquid state at the same
energy [see relation (2.8)]. This means that a rise in the cluster
energy in the region of coexistence of solid and liquid states
(near the phase transition point) may result in a drop in its
effective temperature. Under the above conditions in the
phase transition region, when equilibrium is reached at each
new cluster energy, any small rise in this energy near the
melting point is used partially to excite the thermal (vibra-
tional) motion of the particles and partly to induce config-
uration excitation. Consequently, the heat capacity of an
isolated cluster changes in the vicinity of the melting point.
Moreover, the process becomes possible where a part of the
cluster internal kinetic energy is expended on configuration
excitation together with a new portion of the energy
previously delivered from outside. In this case, the cluster
temperature decreases with increasing energy; in other words,
the cluster possesses negative thermal capacity near the
melting point [30, 38, 39, 49, 75].

As mentioned above, transition from the solid aggregate
state to the liquid one is associated with configuration
excitation of the cluster. This implies an occurrence of
configuration temperature responsible for this excitation
[30, 49, 75]. At zero temperature, only that configuration
component of the cluster energy, which corresponds to
cluster excitation with respect to the global minimum of the
potential energy surface, is preserved. At high temperatures,
the kinetic energy of atomic motion may be significantly
higher than the configuration excitation energy. These issues,
as well as phase transitions in clusters, cluster evolution near
phase transition points, and cluster temperatures, are dis-
cussed at great length in the studies by R S Berry and his
group [30, 48, 49, 63±73, 75, 76, 82, 83], D JWales [52, 53, 67,
74, 85±87], and BM Smirnov [9, 30, 38, 48, 49, 75, 82, 83] (see
reviews and monographs [9, 19, 30, 38, 70, 86, 87] and
references cited therein).
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The temperature of clusters depends on their type
(composition) and modes of formation and stabilization; it is
subject to wide variations [35, 39]. For example, the tempera-
ture of 3He and 4He clusters stabilized by evaporation is 0.15
and 0.38 K, respectively [88, 89]. That of noble gas clusters in
molecular beams or aggregates ranges, as a rule, from a few to
tens of kelvins. Molecular clusters (including those with
hydrogen bonds) have a temperature between several dozen
and one or several hundred kelvins. The temperature of metal
and carbon clusters (including fullerenes) prepared by laser
irradiationor under gasdischarge conditionsmaybe as highas
approximately 3500±4000 K, and that of refractory metal
clusters reaches 4500±5000 K. Under equilibrium conditions,
the upper limiting temperature of a cluster depends on the
melting point of the cluster substance [35, 39].

Cluster temperature is an important physical parameter
playing an important role in many physicochemical processes
involving clusters and cluster beams [35]. It determines the
polarizability and magnetic moments, ionization potentials,
structure, and optical properties of clusters. Temperature
influences many other properties of clusters and processes
with their participation [90, 91], such as charge transfer
processes during collisions between cluster ions and metal
atoms, which are dominated in chemical reactions [92, 93].

Fragmentation channels in collisionsof clustersandcluster
ions with atoms and solid surfaces also depend on cluster
temperature [13, 31, 35]; the same is true of energy relaxation
mechanisms, namely, fragmentation, emission of charged
particles (electrons and ions), and radiation of light [31, 35,
94, 95]. Cluster temperature has a marked effect on the
reaction rate between clusters and other reactants [96, 97]
and on the rate and pathways of chemical reactions at the
surface or inside large (N5 103) vanderWaals clusters [25, 28,
98±101].

The deformation and mobility of clusters at a surface also
depend on their temperature [102±104], for example, in the
formation of nanostructures on the surface and deposition of
cluster films [103, 104]. Large clusters (N5 103) with high
internal temperatures easily undergo deformation when
deposited on a hot surface, giving rise to two-dimensional
structures. It was demonstrated by the molecular dynamics
method [103] that deposition of YBa2Cu3O7ÿx clusters with
N � 103 and temperature Tcl 5 2400 K onto the surface of
pyrolytic graphite resulted in the formation of a film no more
than two atomic layers thick. Nanometer-sized hot clusters
were shown tobe readily deformedona solid surface due to the
high internal energy, and they transform from three-dimen-
sional into two-dimensional structures. Such transformation
occurs even on a surface at room temperature [104]. High
cluster energy enables atoms to easily overcome the existing
local potential barriers and reorientate at the surface so as to
form a high-quality film. Such technology opens up the
possibility of forming thin films of superconductingmaterials.

3. A brief survey of early methods
for measuring the temperature of clusters
and nanoparticles.
Temperature distribution in small clusters

3.1 Early methods for measuring the temperature
of clusters and nanoparticles
There are a number of methods for measuring the tempera-
ture of clusters and nanoparticles [35]: the electron diffraction

method [105±109]; detection of equilibrium emission from
excited or heated clusters [110±113]; measurement of the
temperature of the substrate at which the clusters are
absorbed [114, 115]; determination of the temperature of
clusters generated in nozzle sources without a gas-carrier
based on the thermodynamic parameters of the cluster
substance [116±123], and measurement of the temperature of
excited clusters and those undergoing fragmentation from the
kinetic energy of taking-off fragments [122±125]. Worthy of
special mention is a unique precision method for measuring
the temperature of large clusters (nanodroplets) of superfluid
helium-4 from the infrared (IR) absorption spectra of
incorporated molecules [24, 26±28, 126].

The electron diffraction method [105±109] takes advan-
tage of the intersection between electron and cluster beams,
with the former giving rise to diffraction rings [105]. The ring
diameter permits lattice parameters to be determined, which
in turn may be used to determine the lattice temperature by
comparison with the characteristics of the bulky material.
Size effects in the clusters are also taken into account.
However, this method is applicable only to clusters that
undergo crystallization into the same phase as the bulky
substance. For example, an inert gas cluster has to consist of
103 or more atoms if the method in question is to be employed
because smaller clusters have a quasicrystalline icosahedral
structure, rather than a close-packed crystalline one (see
review [35] and references cited therein).

Measurement of cluster temperature based on the detec-
tion of equilibrium radiation [110±113] is used for hot or
excited clusters. It should be emphasized that the clusters
formed by the majority of known techniques (laser irradia-
tion, sputtering, pulse discharges, hot vapor expansion) are
hot unless they cool in collisions with the gas-carrier. An
additional excitation of clusters by intense laser radiation
[110±112, 127±130], electron impact [113, 131±134], energetic
ions [135, 136], collisions with a solid surface [13, 31], or
chemical reactions [137] carries them to highly excited states.
The excitation energy rapidly transforms into heat due to a
high density of states, and the cluster heats up rather strongly.
Like any `blackbody', a hot cluster emits light. The radiation
spectra allow the internal temperature of emitting clusters, as
well as their heating and cooling rates, to be determinedwith a
rather high accuracy [35].

The temperature of clusters deposited or condensed on a
surface depends on the latter's temperature (Tcl � Ts) [114,
115, 138±143]. Clusters may also form and cluster layers grow
on a cold surface [114, 115, 142±146]. Surface (and cluster)
temperature may vary in a wide range, depending on the
cluster type (composition) to be formed and stabilized.
Cluster formation on a cold surface is possible using both
atomic and molecular beams and fluxes of a laser-sputtered
substance and a rarefied gas present in the chamber at a low
pressure [35].

Determination of cluster temperature from the kinetic
energy of taking-off fragments is based [122, 123] (see also
Sections 4.2 and 4.3) on the fact that the mean kinetic energy
e � with which an atom ormolecule leaves the cluster surface is
a measure of the temperature of the transient cluster state. If
the fragmentation process is described by the hard-sphere
model, this relationship is given by the expression [122, 123]

e � � kBT
�
cl ; �3:1�

where T �cl is the cluster temperature in the transient state.
However, the temperature measured by this method for small
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clusters is lower than the temperature of the fragmentating
parent cluster because part of its energy is spent to evaporate
the monomer [122, 123]. Notice also that the measurement of
the kinetic energy of dissociation fragments forms the basis
for the determination of cluster temperature by the methods
considered in the present review (see Section 4).

An original method for measuring the temperature of
laser-excited clusters (and of their melting heat and tempera-
ture) has been developed by Haberland and co-workers [56±
59, 147, 148] (see also review [39] and references cited therein).
The authors focused on the thermal properties of clusters and
used laser excitation to obtain the caloric curves (temperature
dependences of cluster energy) for mass-selected sodium ion
clusters in a beam. The experimental caloric curves allowed
estimating the melting temperature and heat of clusters of a
known size and their temperature upon laser excitation. The
clusters themselves served in measuring their temperature as
highly sensitive calorimeters. Two mass spectrometers were
used in the experiments: one to select clusters of the desired
size, and the other to analyze their fragmentation either by
laser excitation or heat treatment. The basic idea behind the
experiments is as follows [56, 58, 147]. A cluster having
temperature T1 is heated to T2, when it absorbs a laser
photon with energy dE � hn. When thus excited, the cluster
undergoes fragmentation and has a certain mass spectrum.
The resulting cluster temperature T2 can be determined from
the cluster source temperature due to its rise till the heat-
treated clusters begin to display the same fragmentation
pattern (i.e., the same mass spectrum) as the laser-heated
ones. In other words, the above authors determined the
temperature of laser-excited clusters by comparing the
fragmentation patterns of clusters having identical internal
energy under conditions of laser excitation and nozzle
heating.

A unique method for measuring cluster temperature was
applied to nanodroplets (clusters) of superfluid helium. It
determines the temperature of nanodroplets from IR absorp-
tion spectra of the molecules incorporated in them [24, 26±28,
126]. This method is the most straightforward and accurate.
Molecules almost freely rotate inside the superfluid helium
droplets, which accounts for the appearance of a rotational
structure in the IR absorption spectra that can be used to
estimate the population of the molecular rotational levels
and, therefore, the molecule's temperature inside the cluster.
The resulting temperature is refined from a comparison of
observed and predicted spectra [26±28, 126].

Considerable progress in the investigation and measure-
ment of cluster temperature was achieved by analysis of
cluster cooling by evaporation [116, 117] and the introduc-
tion of the notion of an `evaporative ensemble' [118±124].
Gspann [117] proposed characterizing clusters produced in
nozzle sources on the assumption that they undergo intense
evaporation and that the evaporation rate constant is the
inverse of the time interval between successive events of the
evaporation process. Moreover, he hypothesized that the
expression for the evaporation rate constant kev follows a
form analogous to the Arrhenius formula:

kev � A exp

�
ÿ DEev

kBTcl

�
; �3:2�

where DEev is the evaporation energy (heat) per particle.
Expression (3.2) establishes the relationship between cluster
energy DEev and temperature on the assumption that the pre-

exponential factor A is a universal constant. Bearing in mind
this formal relation, it is possible to determine the tempera-
ture of the clusters being evaporated. The values thus
obtained are consistent with experimental ones [35, 39, 116,
123]. At the same time, clusters prepared by other methods
(e.g., sputtering, laser ablation, and gas discharges) needed to
be described as well. The properties of these small aggregates
(clusters and nanoparticles) were also found to be dependent
on the evaporation process. The procedure proposed by
Gspann was further developed and improved in the work of
Klots [118±123]. Simulation of the evolution of small systems
required working out of more general approaches [119]. One
of them was the evaporative ensemble model described in
paper [118].

Klots considered cluster temperature in terms of the
theory of monomolecular reactions [149, 150]. However,
cluster dissociation (evaporation) processes are usually
described in terms of the system's energy instead of tempera-
ture. Evaporation rate constants were accurately calculated in
papers [119, 122]. These calculations are based on the
evaluation of temperature-dependent (canonical) evapora-
tion rate constants used to obtain microcanonical (particle
energy-dependent) rate constants. The main result of the
above studies, directly related to the problem under con-
sideration, indicates that the temperature of the aggregate
being evaporated (cluster or nanoparticle) can be rather
accurately estimated [123] (see also review [35]) from the
following relation

kBTcl � DEev

G
; �3:3�

where G is Gspann's parameter [35, 39, 122, 123] equaling
approximately 25±30, which depends not at all on the cluster
material [35, 122, 123].

An important contribution to the investigation of eva-
porative cluster cooling and the development of the relevant
theory was made by K Hansen and coworkers [151±157] (see
also Section 3.2). Purposeful implication of the evaporation
process provided a basis for the elaboration of the most
efficacious and productive methods of cluster physics. The
evaporative ensemble concept proved to be of special value
for the investigation of size-dependent variations of cluster
stability and the collection of information about their inner
structure [7, 158]. Specifically, this approach was utilized to
study stability variations of clusters depending on their
electron shell structure [159, 160]. The evaporation method
was also employed to estimate the activation (dissociation)
energy of sodium clusters [156, 157] and to explore cluster
plasmon absorption [161].

Expression (3.3) establishes the relationship between
cluster temperature and evaporation heat. At the same time,
the cluster temperature is by nomeans a constant quantity, as
it may seem from Eqn (3.3). It depends on the cluster size
because it also determines the energy of evaporation of atoms
(or molecules) from the cluster surface (see, for instance,
reviews [35, 39] and references cited therein).

To conclude this section, cluster temperature is related to
the intermolecular interaction potential between atoms
(molecules) inside the cluster [35]. The stronger the inter-
atomic attraction in a cluster, the higher its temperature, and
conversely the weaker the interatomic attraction, the lower
the final temperature of the cluster. This relationship is
consistent with condensation and evaporation processes in
cluster beams [35, 39, 162].
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3.2 Temperature (internal energy) distribution
in small clusters
The development of the evaporative ensemble theory pro-
duced a number of very interesting results [116±124, 151, 155].
The most important one is that an ensemble of clusters of a
given size is characterized by a specific temperature (internal
energy) distribution. Another interesting result reduces to the
statement that the cluster temperature at a given instant can
be rather accurately estimated if the time that elapsed from
the onset of cluster cooling due to evaporation is known (even
when its starting temperature remains unknown) [116±124,
151, 155].

The key to understanding the problem of cluster internal
energy (temperature) became the observation of low heat
capacity of clusters due to their small size. This makes cluster
evaporation a stepwise process, unlike the continuous
evaporation of macroscopic substance. A cluster cools
appreciably even during a single evaporation event. More-
over, the measurement time under usual experimental
conditions is much greater than the pre-exponential time in
the expressions for thermally activated processes [35, 39, 116,
117]. For this reason, the cluster temperature is significantly
lower than the activation energy of evaporation [see, for
instance, relation (3.3)]. With these facts in mind, it may be
safely suggested that two successive events of evaporation
from one and the same cluster may have rate constants
differing by a few orders of magnitude.

This inference is schematically illustrated in Fig. 1a
showing evaporation of a 50-atom sodium cluster [151]. At
each step, the cluster loses one atom and cools by an
activation energy of about 0.9 eV for the process [156, 157].

Because the evaporation rate exponentially depends on the
cluster temperature [see formula (3.2)], even a minor change
in temperature strongly influences the rate of further
evaporation. The heat capacity of a small-sized cluster being
low, its temperature drops significantly with each evapora-
tion event; also, the probability of further evaporation
decreases from one step to the next by orders of magnitude.
A different scenario is realized for larger clusters (Fig. 1b). By
way of example, a sodium cluster of 200 atoms cools in each
evaporation event less significantly (roughly by 20 kelvins)
and the evaporation rates along the sequence differ only by a
factor of 2 or so, rather than 100-fold, as in Fig. 1a. Evidently,
larger clusters undergo a progressively smaller drop in
temperature in each successive event of evaporation as their
size increases, while the evaporation rates in further occur-
rences are practically identical.

Thus, the last stage in a chain of small-cluster decays
comprising a few evaporation steps always needsmore time to
be realized and dominates on the time scale (see Fig. 1a).
Consequently, the time spent for the last evaporation step is
the effective time of the entire cluster-cooling process. This
well-established relationship between cooling time and
evaporation rate implies a maximum evaporation rate at
each moment in an ensemble of clusters of a given size.
Knowing the maximum evaporation rate, it is possible to
deduce (using, for example, formula (3.2)) the well-defined
upper limit, Tmax, for cluster temperature distribution.
Higher-temperature clusters are too hot to remain in a given
state during cooling. They release atoms and are therefore
absent in the ensemble of clusters of a given size.

On the other hand, there is a minimum temperature Tmin

for clusters of this size, depending on the decay of clusters of
the preceding size in the chain. Evidently, such clusters also
have an upper temperature limit. Clusters with a temperature
above this maximum value will evaporate during cooling. In
other words, the lowest temperature of clusters of size N
corresponds to the highest temperature of clusters of size
N� 1 minus the drop in temperature due to evaporation of a
single particle [151]. Because the maximum temperature of
two adjacent clusters in the decay chain is essentially the same
(given the same activation energy), the difference between the
maximum and minimum temperatures is given by the
temperature drop DT in a single evaporation event. Evi-
dently, this quantity depends on the cluster evaporation
energy and heat capacity and (disregarding the kinetic energy
of the evaporated particle) is given by the expression

kBDT � DEev

�3Nÿ 6� �
DEev

3N
; �3:4�

where DEev is the evaporation energy or activation threshold,
N is the number of atoms in the cluster, and (3Nÿ 6) is the
number of the cluster's vibrational degrees of freedom.

On these assumptions, all peculiarities of the final energy
(temperature) distribution of clusters that were initially hot
and showed wide energy distribution can be deduced by
considering only the last evaporation step. For small-sized
clusters, a roughly rectangular temperature distribution
bounded by the values of Tmax and Tmin is formed (Fig. 2).
The width of this temperature distribution is kBDT �
DEev=3N. As shown in Fig. 2a, the distribution of large
clusters (N5 100) over energies has a Gaussian shape. It
becomes narrower with increasing cluster size, and the
difference between Tmax and Tmin tends to zero. This means
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that the temperatures of the nearest similar-sized clusters, as
well as the rates of successive evaporation steps, are virtually
identical for large clusters. These are important conclusions
from the evaporative ensemble theory [121, 151], which must
be taken into account in the experimental determination of
small-sized cluster and nanoparticle temperatures.

4. Kinetic methods for measuring
the temperature of clusters and nanoparticles

The kinetic methods for measuring the temperature of free
clusters and nanoparticles in molecular beams are based on
the measurement of the kinetic energy of fragments produced
in evaporation (dissociation) of hot or laser-excited clusters
[122±123]. The cluster temperature is also possible to
determine by measuring the internal energy of evaporated
fragments (molecules, dimers) [125, 151]. As mentioned in
Section 3.1, the mean kinetic energy e � with which an atom or
molecule leaves the cluster surface may be a measure of
temperature of the cluster transient state. Therefore, the
temperature of a decomposing cluster can be found from the
measured kinetic or internal energy (quantum state) of
dissociation products [122, 123] and by measuring the recoil
(deflection) and escape of large daughter fragments from the
beam. Both approaches were employed in the methods
considered below.

4.1 Measuring the temperature of NaN clusters
from the recoil pattern of fragmentation products
In this section, we consider the method for determining the
temperature of neutral Na20 clusters, which is based on a
measurement of the recoil (escape from the beam) energy of
daughter fragments produced in the course of cluster
evaporation [124]. The essence of the method is as follows.
The clusters forming in an ultrasonic expansion source are
irradiated by a laser at a certain distance from the input
aperture of the beam detector. By varying this distance and
simultaneouslymeasuring variations in ion peak intensities of
the mother cluster and daughter fragments, it is possible to
identify fragmentation channels and obtain information
about the temperature of the initial cluster and its fragments.

The authors of work [124] chose the Na20 cluster as a
model system for the following reasons. First, Na20 is a well-
studied cluster having a filled shell. Second, it represents the

dominant magic number in the sodium mass spectrum; its
abnormally high content compared with that of the nearest
similar-sized clusters (see Section 4.1.1) allows such condi-
tions to be realized that ensure theminimal contribution from
fragmentation of different-sized clusters, interfering with the
course of experiment (see Section 4.1.2).

4.1.1 Experiment and method. A schematic of the experi-
mental setup is presented in Fig. 3 [124], and a detailed
description of the nozzle design can be found in Ref. [163].
Sodium was put into a stainless steel furnace to be heated to
595 �C. The sodium vapor escaped through the nozzle (heated
to 770 �C) together with the gas-carrier (argon) at a gas
pressure of 7 atm above the nozzle. It was further passed
through a skimmer cone to form a molecular/cluster beam
where the cluster velocity was 1100� 30 m sÿ1 (for Na20)
[163]. The beam freely traversed a distance of 2.0 m and
impinged on a circular Al diaphragm 3.175 mm in diameter
that determined the lateral size of the fragmentating beam.
After passing through the diaphragm, the beam was irra-
diated by a multimode argon ion laser. The laser beam
intersected the cluster beam at a right angle. The mean
photon energy of laser radiation was 2.5 eV. The laser beam
was preliminarily expanded by a cylindrical lens and passed
through an S slot 1mm inwidth, ensuring uniform irradiation
of the cluster beam in the transverse direction by a streak of
light with an intensity of about 0.9 W mmÿ2. At such an
intensity, the Na20-cluster signal detected decreased by
approximately 30% due to cluster fragmentation.

Another circular A2 diaphragm 1.27 mm in diameter was
placed behind the intersection region of the laser and cluster
beams. The principle of the experiment is illustrated by Fig. 3.
Photodissociation of the initial (mother) cluster results in the
recoil of the daughter one and its deviation from the beam.
However, if the daughter cluster formed near the aperture of
the detector A2, it passes through the orifice and will be
recorded by the detector. The probability of this process
depends on the distance L from the cluster excitation zone to
the diaphragm A2 and on the kinetic energy acquired by the
daughter cluster during evaporation of an atom from the
mother cluster [i.e., initial cluster temperature; see relation
(3.1)].

Distance L between the laser spot and diaphragm A2
varied from 10 to 42 mm. Clusters having passed through A2
were ionized with filtered UV radiation from a Hg±Xe lamp.
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Figure 3. Layout of the experiment for determining sodium cluster

temperature from the measurements of fragment recoil (escape from the

beam) energy [124].
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The filter served to retain short-wave UV radiation and let
only photons with an energy close to the cluster ionization
energy to pass in order to reduce the undesirable intense
cluster fragmentation by UV radiation. The light from the
UV lamp was focused on a spot measuring roughly 3 mm.
Thereafter, the cluster ions were mass-selected with a
quadrupole mass spectrometer and detected by a secondary
electron multiplier. The results of the measurements were
stored and processed on a personal computer. The signals
induced by the cluster beam with and without laser excitation
were recorded alternately by means of laser beammodulation
with a 150-Hz chopper.

Once a photon is absorbed, the intensity of the signal from
a given cluster, e.g., Na18, changes as a result of two different
reactions. One is Na18 fragmentation into smaller clusters,
which occurs with probability a. A decrease in the signal
caused by this process does not depend on the distanceL. The
other reaction is fragmentation of Na20 into Na18, to which
weight Rÿ1 was attributed. The contribution from this
process increases with decreasing L. Because the authors of
paper [124] were interested in the channel in which themother
cluster Na20 dissociated into a daughter Na18 cluster, they
normalized the measured signal of Na18 clusters as follows:

S18�L� � R
Na18�laser-on� ÿNa18�laser-off� a
Na20�laser-off� ÿNa20�laser-on� : �4:1�

The two constants, R and a, were derived from the
experimentally obtained signals. The former was found by
normalizing the experimental data. The following procedure
was used to determine the latter constant. For large distances
L, the signal of Na18 clusters originating fromNa20 clusters is
proportional to the solid angle subtended by the A2 masking
aperture of the detector and plotted from the point at which
the mother cluster dissociates. In other words, the signal from
the daughter Na18 cluster at large L is proportional to 1=L 2.
Due to this property, a is obtained from the dependence of the
signal ratio Na18(laser-on)/Na18(laser-off) on 1=L2 by its
linear extrapolation to L � 1.

The fraction of mother Na20 clusters that undergo
fragmentation after absorption of laser radiation must
appear in the registration channels where daughter clusters
are detected. The signal from Na20 clusters themselves does
not practically change due to the fragmentation of larger
clusters because the content of Na21, Na22, and Na23 clusters
does not exceed 10%ofNa20 (Fig. 4). The slope and curvature
of experimental signal depletion curves, SN�L� (Fig. 5),

depend on the recoil energy (and consequently temperature)
of the daughter NaN cluster.

The authors used the Weisskopf statistical theory [164,
165] for the kinetic analysis of cluster evaporation and
treatment of the experimental data. Based on this theory,
they constructed a model of cluster fragmentation and
determined the temperature of the initial (mother) cluster
and its fragments. The laser-heated clusters were cooled down
due to the evaporation of monomers (Na) or dimers (Na2).
Calculations of cluster evaporation were made using the
Monte Carlo method. Without going into particulars, here
are the most important assumptions adopted and results
obtained in Ref. [124].

To begin with, the authors took account of a decrease in
the number of cluster's degrees of freedom after each
evaporation step. The following relation should be satisfied
for the case of monomer evaporation:

�3Nÿ 6� kBTm �
��
3�Nÿ 1� ÿ 6

�� 2
	
kBTd � DEev ;

�4:2�
where Tm and Td are the temperatures of the initial (mother)
and daughter particles, respectively.

Thus, the authors made a standard assumption concern-
ing temperature equilibrium between all vibrational degrees
of freedom in a cluster. The difference between energies
arising from the change in electronic degrees of freedom and
free energies of the initial and daughter particles is contained
in the dissociation or evaporation energy DEev. The addi-
tional term 2kBTd on the right-hand side of formula (4.2)
takes account of the mean kinetic energy of an evaporated
particle [165]. If the temperature of daughter clusters is
measured in experiment, relation (4.2) can be used to
determine the temperature of the mother cluster, bearing in
mind that the evaporation energy (heat) DEev is known.

The relationship becomes somewhat more complex when
a cluster loses a dimer via evaporation because the dimer has
two rotational degrees of freedom, each with energy kBT=2,
and one vibrational degree of freedom with energy kBT.
Assuming that the dimer temperature is equal to the
temperature of a daughter cluster, one obtains

�3Nÿ 6� kBTm �
��
3�Nÿ 2� ÿ 6

�� 4
	
kBTd � DEev :

�4:3�
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Figure 4. Typical mass spectrum of sodium clusters in the range fromNa14
to Na25 [124].
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The authors of Ref. [124] determined the temperature of
mother clusters prior to laser excitation using the following
relation

�3Nÿ 6� kBTbefore � hn � �3Nÿ 6� kBTafter ; �4:4�

where hn � 2:5 eV is the energy of a laser radiation quantum.

4.1.2 The results of measurements. Figure 5 compares
experimental and calculated data for the Na17 cluster. The
measured signal being a function of daughter clusters recoil
during evaporation of atoms or small fragments, it is
necessary to take account of all possible fragmentation
channels. For the case of an Na17 cluster giving a maximum
signal in the experiments under consideration, the possible
reaction channels for the formation of a given mass from the
most widespread mass of Na20 clusters are the evaporation of
monomers [relation (4.5)] or the evaporation of both
monomers and dimers [relation (4.6)]. The evaporation of
dimers from clusters with an odd number of electrons was not
considered by the authors of Ref. [124] because such a process
has never been observed in experiment [166]:

Na20 ! Na19 �Na! Na18 � 2Na! Na17 � 3Na; �4:5�
Na20 ! Na18 �Na2 ! Na17 �Na�Na2 : �4:6�
An additional contribution may come from Na19 cluster

fragmentation [see relation (4.7)]. However, it may be nothing
other than a small correction, since the content of Na20 is
almost 4 times that of Na19 (see Fig. 4). Nevertheless, the
authors took account of this process as well:

Na19 ! Na18 �Na! Na17 � 2Na : �4:7�

The above reactions include all channels for the formation
of the product being detected, Na17. Indeed, the fragments of
Na18 dissociation are so hot [124] that they continue to decay
till they reach the detector. On the other hand, evaporation
channels of clusters larger than Na20 will be efficiently closed
before the mass of Na17 is achieved.

These fragmentation channels were used inRef. [124] to fit
experimental and theoretical data. As a result, two tempera-
ture variants were obtained. Channel (4.5) gives the following
sequence of temperatures for the fragments: T�Na19� �
865 K, T�Na18� � 685 K, and T�Na17� � 480 K. Then, the
temperature of the mother Na20 cluster is 515 K prior to its
laser excitation. In the second option [relation (4.6)], the
temperatures are T�Na18� � 780 K and T�Na17� � 575 K,
respectively. In this case, the temperature of the mother
Na20 cluster prior to excitation reaches 440 K. Additional
measurements and analysis of the data obtained in Ref. [124]
showed that dissociation channel (4.6) makes up themain one
for the production of Na17 fragments. The authors also
considered the sources of measurement and calculation
errors and found their limiting value to be �65 K. Thus, the
temperature of Na20 clusters in a beam is T�Na20� �
440� 65 K. For comparison, the nozzle temperature of the
cluster beam source was 1040 K.

4.1.3 Conclusions.To sum up, the measurement of the
temperature of free metallic Na20 clusters in a beam [124] is
based on their excitation by laser radiation. Absorption of
laser photons heated the clusters and thereby induced a
sequence of their fragmentations during which the clusters

successively evaporated atoms and dimers and cooled down.
The kinetic energy released in the course of cluster evapora-
tion wasmeasured from the recoil of daughter fragments. The
temperatures of Na20 clusters obtained by the authors were in
excellent agreement with those calculated in the framework of
the evaporative ensemble model [124].

The rather complicated experiments on the measurement
of Na20 cluster temperature in a molecular beam described in
the preceding paragraphs could be conducted only because
this cluster is the dominant magic cluster and its content is
much greater than that of the nearest similar-sized sodium
clusters in the same beam. It is this finding that made it
possible to detect fragmentation channels of the mother
cluster and pathways for the formation of daughter clusters,
and also to accurately measure the fraction of daughter
clusters produced upon dissociation (evaporation) of the
mother Na20 cluster. Therefore, this experiment demon-
strates how difficult it is to choose the method for measuring
cluster temperature and the conditions under which determi-
nation of free cluster temperature in molecular beams
becomes possible.

4.2 Determination of the temperature of excited (CF3I)N
clusters from measurements of the kinetic energy
of dissociation fragments (CF3I molecules)
In this and the next sections, we shall deal with the kinetic
methods for measuring the temperature of free molecular van
derWaals clusters in beams that have been recently developed
at the Institute of Spectroscopy, Russian Academy of
Sciences (Troitsk). To begin with, we shall consider the
method for determining the temperature of �CF3I�N clusters
(with the mean number of particles N � 110) in a molecular
beam by direct measurement of the kinetic energy of
dissociation products, i.e., CF3I molecules [167]. The cluster
fragmentation was induced by intense IR radiation from a
pulsed CO2 laser. CF3I molecules making up �CF3I�N clusters
are easy to excite by CO2-laser resonance radiation (including
multiphoton excitation [168, 169]) affecting the vibration n1
(1075 cmÿ1) [170] of the molecules. The processes of IR
multiphoton excitation (MPE) and multiphoton dissociation
(MPD) of these molecules are fairly well known [171],
including those in molecular beams and jets [172±176]. As
reported in an earlier study [177], CF3I molecules readily
arrange themselves into clusters during ultrasonic gas expan-
sion through a pulsed nozzle. The main characteristics of the
resulting beam of �CF3I�N clusters weremeasured.Moreover,
it was shown that a CO2-laser pulse induces dissociation of
these clusters. A method for the detection of �CF3I�N clusters
was developed based on multiphoton particle ionization by
UV radiation (UV-MPI) [177]. Conditions for the detection
of CF3I molecules themselves by UV-MPI were elucidated in
the work being considered [167]. In other words, the selective
detection of both initial clusters and their decay products,
CF3I molecules, became possible. It enabled the authors of
Ref. [167] to measure the concentration of clusters and
molecules in a beam both before and after their excitation
by IR laser pulses. In this way, the kinetic energy of CF3I
molecules resulting from �CF3I�N cluster decay was mea-
sured.

4.2.1 The experimental setup and the measurement method.
The experimental setup (Fig. 6) is described in detail in papers
[167, 178]. �CF3I�N clusters were generated by gasdynamic
cooling of a CF3I�Armixture (with a pressure ratio over the
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nozzle reaching 1 : 5) during supersonic gas expansion
through a General Valve type pulsed nozzle with the orifice
diameter Dnoz � 0:8 mm and nozzle-opening pulse duration
ca 300 ms. The gas pressure above the nozzle varied in the
range of P0 � 0ÿ5 atm. A skimmer placed at a distance of
DzNS � 38:5 mm from the nozzle had the intake orifice
diameter DS � 0:66 mm and was used to cut a molecular/
cluster beam. The particle beam entered the chamber of the
time-of-fight mass spectrometer (TOFMS). At a distance of
DzSD � 96:5 mm from the skimmer intake orifice, the cluster
beam intersected the mutually perpendicular axes of the mass
spectrometer and the beam of focused (lens focal distance
f � 12 cm) UV-laser light (second harmonic of the Xe-Cl
laser-pumped dye laser; tuning range of l � 210ÿ260 nm;
pulse duration 10 ns) used for UV-MPI of the clusters. The
pulsed CO2 laser was utilized for vibrational excitation and
IR photodissociation of �CF3I�N clusters. The half-height
pulse duration was around 150 ns. Particles could be
IR-excited either before they passed through the skimmer (in
this case, the laser beam crossed the cluster beam) or in the
TOFMS chamber at the intersection of the UV radiation
beam and the TOFMS axis (see Fig. 6). In the latter case, the
radiation from the CO2 laser was directed oppositely and at a
small angle to the cluster beam. The synchronizing system
employed in the experiment ensured the desired synchroniza-
tion of all the pulses.

The area of the UV radiation spot (at the 1=e level) at the
lens focus on the TOFMS axis was � 0:013 mm2, and the

pulse energy was below 60 mJ. Parallel displacement of the
probe UV radiation along the TOFMS axis made it possible
to measure the transverse profile of the cluster beam (see
Fig. 6). The length of the cluster beam pulse in the UV
probing region was about 500 ms. Particle ionization was
effected approximately in the middle of this pulse. The
resulting ions were detected in TOFMS equipped with a
secondary-electron multiplier (SEM). Ion signals from the
SEM, as well as IR and UV pulse energies were recorded by a
digital oscillograph and loaded into a computer to be stored
and processed.

4.2.2 UV-MPI of (CF3I)N clusters and CF3I molecules. As
mentioned above, the authors of Ref. [177] exploredUV-MPI
of �CF3I�N clusters using an excimer XeCl laser (l�308 nm).
The mass spectrum exhibited only peaks of I� and I�2 ions. It
was concluded that I�2 is a product of �CF3I�N cluster
ionization resulting from intracluster reactions, which per-
mits using this peak for the selective detection of the clusters
of interest. Ion signals from free CF3I molecules under
conditions of Ref. [177] were negligibly small. Therefore, the
authors of Ref. [167] preliminarily studied photoionization of
CF3I clusters and molecules using a tunable source of UV
radiation. Tuning of exciting UV radiation to a shorter-
wavelength region gave evidence of the presence of CF�3 ion
peaks comparable with I� and I�2 peaks in terms of intensity.
Typical mass spectra obtained after UV-MPI of CF3I clusters
and free molecules at 230 nm are shown in Fig. 7. This
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wavelength was utilized in work [167] for further measure-
ments.

In the case of a cluster beam, the mass spectrum
(spectrum 1 in Fig. 7) is characterized by the I�2 peak
(m=Z�254) and the accompanying more intense I� peak
(m=Z�127). The measured dependence of the signal on the
UV radiation flux energy densityFUV for I�2 ion has the form
S254�FUV� / F 0:72

UV ; for I�, the exponent is greater by almost
unity: S127�FUV� / F 1:77

UV . If the ionization potential of
�CF3I�N clusters is not significantly different from that of
CF3I molecules (IP � 10:37 eV [179]Ð ionization potential
of a molecule), two quanta of radiation at l � 230 nm are
sufficient to ionize these clusters. The proximity of the
exponent to unity in the dependence S254�FUV� appears to
be related to the saturation of the process due to one-photon
resonance with the A-band in CF3I (see paper [180] for the
diagram of CF3I energy levels). As for I� ions, they are likely
to form in I�2 dissociation. Figure 7 shows a peak of CF�3 ions
(m=Z�69) in the mass spectrum characterized by the
dependence S69�FUV� / F 2:25ÿ2:5

UV
, suggesting the multipho-

ton character of its formation.
As regards free CF3Imolecules, themain products of their

photoionization at 230 nm are CF� (m=Z � 31), CF�3
(m=Z � 69) giving the highest peak at room temperature, I�

(m=Z � 127), and CF3I
� (m=Z � 196) (under specific condi-

tions). The dependences of ion signals from CF�3 and I� on
energy density FUV have a power-like character with roughly
identical exponents equal to 2.2, i.e., S / F 2:2

UV. The depen-
dence S�FUV� for CF3I

� is almost linear. It was shown in
paper [167] that the yields of CF� and I� ions depend on the
vibrational energy of CF3I molecules. In the case of multi-
photon IR excitation of CF3I molecules, the yield of CF�

and I� ions rapidly grows with energy density FIR

�S / exp �FIR�� up to the values comparable with the thresh-
old energy density Fth for molecular dissociation. As Fth is
surpassed, signals from these ions start to decrease due to the
decay of the initial molecules (products of IR dissociation of
the molecules themselves, i.e., CF3 and I in the ground
electronic states, yield no ions under the conditions of these
experiments). At the same time, measurements showed that
the signal of a CF�3 ion only weakly depends on the degree of
vibrational molecular excitation, although it starts to
decrease at excitation levels above the molecular dissociation
threshold. Such a behavior of the CF�3 signal is of importance
when it is used for the diagnostics of free molecules formed as
a result of IR dissociation of the clusters, because the signal

amplitude depends first and foremost on the number of newly
formed molecules and is unrelated to their internal state.

The difference between photoionization mass spectra of
cluster beams and free molecules is quite apparent in Fig. 7
from a comparison of spectrum 1 taken before the cluster
beam excitation and spectrum 2 recorded immediately after
cessation of the radiation pulse from the CO2 laser. These
mass spectra were obtained after almost complete (close to
100%) beam clusterization in the detection area. At
FIR � 0:08 J cmÿ2, the cluster constituent of the beam
virtually decays (98% depletion of the I�2 signal), whereas
the CF�3 signal present in both spectra is depleted by only
25%. Bearing in mind that the total number of molecules in
the detection area does not change during the pulse propaga-
tion time (as will be discussed below) due to the low expansion
velocity of free molecules, the comparison of the signals from
the cluster constituent and the freemolecules gives the relative
efficiency of CF�3 ionization yield in these two cases. Then,
the signal from CF�3 can be distinguished based on the
knowledge of the behavior of molecules in the cluster
constituent obtained from the measurement of the I�2 signal.
The former signal corresponds to that of free molecules at any
(not only 100%) cluster dissociation. It is this approach that
was used in work [167] to measure cluster decay kinetics and
the rate of production of decay products.

4.2.3 Dissociation of (CF3I)N clusters by IR laser radiation. IR
excitation and dissociation of clusters in Ref. [167] were
induced by affecting CF3I vibration n1 on the 9R (14) line
(1052.2 cmÿ1) with CO2-laser radiation in the region of
�CF3I�N absorption maximum [177]. The transverse size of
the laser beam (see Fig. 6, IRjj longitudinal geometry) was
much greater than the cluster beam diameter, which
accounted for the presence of clusters undergoing excitation
in a practically uniform laser radiation field. Measurements
of two types were made. First, the authors measured the
signal S254 from I�2 ions depending on flux energy densityFIR

of IR radiation immediately after cessation of the laser pulse.
Second, they measured signal variation in time, S254�t�,
including the propagation time of the IR pulse itself.

Figure 8 depicts the characteristic dependence S254�FIR�
for P0�1:15 atm, corresponding to the cluster size N � 110
[167]. Rapid signal depletion with the growth in FIR

unambiguously suggests cluster dissociation (decay), with
the effective dissociation occurring at FIR values much
smaller than the threshold energy density for the multi-
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Figure 8. The dependence of normalized ion signal S254 from �CF3I�N
clusters on IR radiation energy density FIR; P0�CF3I�Ar� � 1:15 atm,

and N � 110 [167].
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photon IR dissociation of free molecules. The measured
dependence of I�2 signals on energy density per pulse is fairly
well described by an exponential function in the form
S254�FIR� � S 0

254 exp �ÿkFIR� (solid line in Fig. 8). An
analogous exponential form of the dependence of the
�CF3I�N IR-photodissociation yield on FIR was reported
earlier in Refs [177, 181]. Such behavior is characteristic of a
process in which a rise in the cluster internal energy E due to
radiation absorption with increasing FIR (DE � snDFIR, s is
the IR absorption cross section) above the threshold energy
density for dissociation results in the detachment of a part
(DN ) of the molecules from the cluster and corresponding
expenditure of the excess energy on accomplishing this
process (DE � ÿe0DN, e0 is the molecular bond energy in
the cluster). Then, the number of molecules remaining inside
the cluster is given by

N � N0 exp

�
ÿ s
e0

FIR

�
: �4:8�

If the photoionization efficiency z depends on the cluster size
and this size effect has a power-like character, x�N � / Ng,
then (taking account of cluster size changes during dissocia-
tion) the behaviour of the corresponding cluster signal will
have the same exponential form for clusters [177]:

S254 � S 0
254 exp

�
ÿ �1� g� s

e0
FIR

�
� S 0

254 exp �ÿkFIR� ;
�4:9�

where k is the parameter depending on concrete excitation
and ionization conditions for clusters [167].

It should be noted that the parameter k may be
significantly different in experiments with one and the same
cluster system using different sources of IR and/or UV
radiation [167] due to both the difference in IR absorption
cross sections s�nIR� and the size effect influencing the
photoionization efficiency x�N; nUV�. By analyzing the
results of studies [167, 177], the authors arrived at the
conclusion that the size effect for the multiphoton ionization
of �CF3I�N clusters by 230-nmUV radiation can be neglected
and signal S254 assumed to be directly proportional to the
number of CF3I molecules condensed into clusters.

4.2.4 Determining the temperature of (CF3I)N clusters. Using
the method for the detection of free CF3I molecules from the
signal S69 of CF

�
3 ions, developed in Ref. [167] and described

in Sections 4.2.1±4.2.3, it is possible to trace the kinetics of the
formation and subsequent evolution of these molecules in the
course of �CF3I�N fragmentation under the effect of IR laser
pulses. The typical temporal evolution of the signal S69 from
free CF3I molecules is shown in Fig. 9. It can be seen that the
signal grows during the laser pulse at a rate similar to the
cluster dissociation rate (calculated dashed line in Fig. 9). At a
certain moment, it begins to decrease as a result of scattering
of newly formed molecules from the cluster dissociation area.
Comparing the measured spatial±temporal evolution of the
signal S69 and the corresponding model, one can deduce the
mean velocity and respective kinetic energy (translational
temperature) of the free CF3I molecules generated by cluster
dissociation, and, consequently, the temperature of the
excited �CF3I�N clusters.

The ion signal S�t; y� recorded in the experiment at an
instant of time t depends on densityD, the form of transverse
distribution B?�t; r� of the particles being probed, and the
ionization efficiency x�I�r��, r � �x; y; z�. The last parameter

should take account of spatial inhomogeneity of the ionizing
radiation beam in the observation volume Vobs depending on
the field of view of themass spectrometer (see Fig. 6). In other
words, the signal being detected is given by the following
expression [167]:

S�t; y� /
���

Vobs

DB?�t; r� x�I�r�� dn : �4:10�

Here, B?�t; r� is the normalized function describing the
transverse distribution pattern (along coordinate r; see
Fig. 6) of the particles in the working area of the mass
spectrometer. Its form depends on the conditions under
which the particles flow out of the nozzle (nozzle design,
temperature, pressure, and gas composition), and reflects
variations in the particle transverse distribution attributable
to beam spreading governed by the transverse componentV?
of the velocity of the chaotic (thermal) motion of beam
particles. The role of this factor in cluster beam formation
was discussed in detail in Refs [180, 182]. The simplest
description of particle motion is possible when the system of
particles is characterized by an integrated parameter, such as
the most probable velocity V? of chaotic motion. Let the
transverse spatial distribution of the beam immediately after
it passes the skimmer have a rectangular profile, and the
subsequent free particle motion in the space behind the
skimmer obey [167] the Maxwell ellipsoid drift distribution
over velocities v:

f �v� /
�

1���
p
p

Vjj

�
exp

�ÿ�vjj ÿU� 2
V 2
jj

��
1

pV 2
?

�
� exp

�ÿv 2?
V 2
?

�
; �4:11�

whereU is the velocity of the beamdirectionalmotion, andVjj
and V? are the longitudinal and transverse components,
respectively, of the most probable velocity of the chaotic
motion of particles in the beam. In this case, the transverse
beam distribution in the detection area takes the form [180]

B�Dt; r;V?� � 1

pDt 2V 2
?

�
" �2p

0

 �R0

0

r exp

�ÿ� r 2 � r 2 ÿ 2rr cos�j��
Dt 2V 2

?

�
dr

!
dj

#
;

�4:12�
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Figure 9. Normalized ion signal S69�t� from free CF3I molecules at

FIR � 67:45 mJ cmÿ2. Dashed curveÐcalculation for t � 1 ns (see the

text); solid curveÐ simulated behavior of the signal S69�t; y � 0� for t > t1
at the fitted value of VM? � 127 m sÿ1. Duration of the exciting IR laser

pulse is bounded by vertical dashed lines [167].
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where R0 � DS�DzNS � DzSD�=�2DzNS� � 1:15 mm is the
geometric radius of the beam in the ionization area, DzNS is
the distance from the source to the skimmer, DzSD is the
distance between the skimmer and the ionization area, DS is
the diameter of the skimmer, and Dt � DzSD=U is the time of
flight from the skimmer to the ionization area (see Fig. 6). The
time of flight Dt was determined from the arrival time of the
IR-photodissociation label generated at the skimmer input in
an experiment with perpendicular geometry (IR?; see Fig. 6)
(see Ref. [180] for details). A comparison of experimental
S ��t; y� and theoretical S�t; y� signal amplitudes correspond-
ing to the transverse particle distribution at instant t gives the
transverse component Vcl? of the most probable cluster
velocity in the beam and the transverse distribution density
B� r� of clusters at the moment of IR excitation of the beam.
In the experiments reported in paper [167] (N � 110), the
most probable transverse cluster velocity Vcl? in the beam
was estimated at 1:1 m sÿ1.

As shown experimentally in paper [167], cluster dissocia-
tion producing free molecules occurred during an IR laser
pulse. The spatial distribution density of CF3I molecules
formed up to the instant of pulse cessation t1 was close to
the starting particle distribution in the cluster beam. How-
ever, the additional kinetic energy acquired by the molecules
in cluster decays caused them to spread. As a result, their
density in the central part of the beam decreased; it influenced
the behavior of the corresponding signals specially on the
beam axis [�S�t; y�0�; see Fig. 9]. The most probable
molecular velocity VM? can be determined based on the
above model considerations. However, it requires that the
`prehistory' be somewhat changed so that simulation starting
(at moment t0) from the original rectangular profile of the
transverse distribution and the fitting velocity parameter
VM? gives, after the span of time Dt � t1 ÿ t0, the distribu-
tion profile B?�t1 ÿ t0; r;VM?� for which the behavior of the
calculated signal S�t1; y� coincides with that of the experi-
mental signal at the IR-pulse cessation instant t1. In this case,
the behavior of distribution B?�tÿ t0; r;VM?� and the
corresponding model signal S�t; y � 0� at any time thereafter
(t > t1) must also correspond to the experimental one. This
situation is illustrated by Fig. 10 showing the starting
rectangular distribution at instant of time t0 and the
experimental behavior (marks in curve 2) of signal S ��t1; y�
at instant t1 (the transverse beam profile was obtained by
scanning UV radiation along the y-axis; see Fig. 6). Solid
curve 2 drawn through the experimental points in Fig. 10 is a
result of model analysis. The figure also demonstrates the
behavior of theoretical (curve 1) and measured (marks)
signals from CF3I molecules on the beam axis, S�t; y � 0�,
at the fitted value of VM? � 127 m sÿ1. The agreement is
rather good. The velocity value obtained corresponds to the
translational temperature of CF3I molecules, Ttr � 185 K,
while the internal temperature of �CF3I�N clusters with
N � 110 only slightly differs from this value (by no more
than 10±20%) [167].

4.2.5 The dependence of (CF3I)N cluster temperature on the
exciting IR pulse energy density. The authors of work [167]
considered the dependence of �CF3I�N cluster temperature on
the exciting IR laser pulse energy density, based on the
measurements of the kinetic energy of CF3I molecules. The
VM? values measured during variation of FIR in the range
from 10 to 75 mJ cmÿ2 are presented in Fig. 11a. Figure 11b
depicts the dependence of cluster dissociation yield b on FIR

derived from the data given in Fig. 8. (Parameter b defines a
fraction of clusterized molecules that left clusters after IR
irradiation with the flux energy densityFIR.) From this figure
we notice that there is a segment corresponding to the initial
increase in the velocity of outgoing molecules: the value of
VM? grows from 110 to 135m sÿ1 with increasingFIR from 10
to 35 mJ cmÿ2, and the dissociation yield amounts to
b � 80%. This change in VM? corresponds to a change in
temperature Ttr of translational degrees of freedom of CF3I
molecules from 140 to 215 K.
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Figure 10. Spatial±temporal evolution of the ion signal S69�t; y� from free

CF3I molecules: 1Ðtime dependence of the ion signal S69�t; y � 0� on the

beam axis [�Ðexperiment for FIR� 67:45 mJ cmÿ2; the curveÐmodel

calculation (VM?�127 m sÿ1)]; 2Ð transverse distribution of the ion

signal S69�t � t1; y� along the y-axis (see Fig. 1) at instant t1 of the

cessation of the IR pulse (&Ðexperiment for FIR � 67:45 mJ cmÿ2; the
curveÐmodel calculation); 3Ðthe starting model distribution evolving

for time Dt � t1 ÿ t0 into the distribution for which the behavior of the

model signal S69�t � t1; y� coincides with experiment (curve 2) [167].
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Figure 11. (a) Expansion velocity VM? of free CF3I molecules, and

(b) cluster dissociation yield b plotted as functions of energy flux density

of the passed IR pulse; P0�CF3I�Ar� � 1:15 atm, and N � 110 [167].
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The dissociation yield continues to grow with a further
increase inFIR, but the velocity of the outgoingmolecules and
their temperature begin to decrease. According to the authors
of Ref. [167], such a behavior of the velocity of CF3I
molecules formed in cluster dissociation depending on FIR is
due to at least two causes. The main cause of the initial rise in
Ttr is related to the competition between IR excitation and
subsequent evaporation of the clusters. In the approximation
of a quasistationary regime, an increase in the rate of radiative
excitation (with growing FIR) leads to an increase in the
evaporation rate, the temperature of �CF3I�N clusters, and,
accordingly, Ttr. The size effect may be responsible for the
descending velocity of molecules leaving the cluster surface at
high excitation energy densities. As is known [1, 39], the bond
energy (evaporation heat) in clusters depends on their size and
begins to decrease upon transition to the region of relatively
small clusters. It was shown in Ref. [183] that the evaporation
heat DEev for certain molecular clusters varies but insignif-
icantly in the range of N � 30ÿ1000 and begins to sharply
decrease at smaller cluster sizes (see also reviews [35, 39]). The
estimates made in paper [167] suggest that the mean size of
�CF3I�N clusters prior to irradiation amounted to N � 110.
This means that the value of N at b � 80% falls to N � 20,
i.e., into the region where DEev begins to markedly decrease.
The authors argued that it is this effect that is first and
foremost responsible for the experimentally examined fall in
Ttr (consequently, in cluster temperature as well) in the region
of large b (Fig. 11a, b).

4.3 The probe method for measuring the temperature
of large (CO2)N clusters (nanoparticles) in a cluster beam
4.3.1 The essence of the method and experiment. A universal
probe method for measuring the temperature of clusters and
nanoparticles in molecular beams has been developed
recently [184, 185]. It utilizes molecules (or atoms) as a
probe thermometer to measure the temperature of clusters
(nanoparticles). Amolecule is captured by a cluster in crossed
molecular and cluster beams and sublimes (evaporates) after
thermalization with it from the cluster surface, carrying
information on the cluster velocity and temperature. The
kinetic and internal energies (quantum state) of the molecule
serve as a measure of cluster temperature. The method is
essentially analogous to that for measuring cluster tempera-
ture from the kinetic energy of taking-off fragments [124, 125,
167] (see also Section 4.2). However, it requires neither
excitation of clusters nor induction of their fragmentation.
Moreover, a variety of atoms and molecules suitable for
detection can be used as a probe thermometer to measure
the temperature of a cluster or nanoparticle that differ from
those forming the cluster itself. The method is realized if the
bond energy of monomers in the cluster exceeds the coupling
energy between cluster and probe molecules. This condition
satisfied, trapped molecules rather than cluster molecules
(atoms) are very likely to sublime (evaporate) from the
surface of the cluster without its excitation.

The said constraint is fulfilled for many clusters and
molecules (atoms) and was employed in Refs [184, 185],
where the temperature of large van der Waals �CO2�N
(N5 100) clusters (nanoparticles) in a cluster beam was
measured using SF6 molecules as tiny probe thermometers.
The sublimation heat (energy) of SF6 (5.46 kcalmolÿ1 [186]) is
lower than that of CO2 (6.03 kcal molÿ1[186]). The prob-
ability of sublimation (evaporation) of the trapped molecules
from the cluster surface increases because they transfer their

energy to the cluster, thus raising its temperature [28, 117,
187, 188]. In order to determine cluster temperature by the
proposed method, it is necessary to measure either the kinetic
or the internal energy of the molecules sublimating from the
cluster surface. However, in certain cases (e.g. SF6) the
vibrational and rotational temperatures (internal energy) of
the molecules can be estimated from the spectra of IR
multiphoton absorption (MPA) [189±191].

The essence of the method and experimental procedure is
clarified in Fig. 12. An intense pulsed �CO2�N cluster beam
intersects a pulsed SF6 molecular beam at a right angle. SF6

molecules are captured by �CO2�N clusters in the beam
intersection region. As the molecules transfer a momentum
to the clusters [28, 187, 188], the latters become deflected at a
certain angle. The cluster beam was generated by passing
through a pulsed `current loop' type nozzle [192] with an
opening diameter of 0.75 mm and an opening pulse time
(FWHM) of 120 ms. The gas pressure above the nozzle varied
between 0.5 and 4.5 atm. The nozzle was cut in the shape of a
cone with a whole conical angle of 26�, and the length of the
cone measured 30 mm. An in-depth study of cluster
formation in a pulsed nozzle was reported in paper [193]. In
the experiment being considered, �CO2�N clusters were
composed of N5 102ÿ103 particles. Note that such large
clusters have a crystalline structure [35, 105, 106].

The SF6 molecular beam was produced in a pulsed
General Valve type nozzle (electromagnetic valve) with an
orifice 0.8 mm in diameter. The opening pulse duration
(FWHM) was about 300 ms. The gas pressure above the
nozzle varied from 0.5 to 2.5 atm. The cluster and molecular
beams were extracted from the pulsed jets (generated with the
aid of such nozzles) taking advantage of conical diaphragms
(skimmers) having intake orifices 3 and 6 mm in diameter,
respectively, which were placed at a distance of 30 and 26 mm
from the nozzles. The molecular and cluster beams were
detected by uncooled pyroelectric detectors (PEDs) having a
temporal resolution of about 5±10 ms [189, 191]. The detectors
were placed at various distances from the nozzles. The
distances between the nozzle and the center of the beam
intersection region were 93 and 90 mm for the cluster and
molecular beams, respectively. The vacuum chamber for
beam generation was pumped down to a pressure of
� 3� 10ÿ6 Torr using a diffusion pump.

Pulsed nozzle

Cluster deêection
angle, y

Pulsed nozzle

Laser beam
cross sections

PED

PED
(mobile)

Skimmers
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Figure 12. Schematic of an experiment with the use of the probe method

for measuring the temperature of clusters (nanoparticles) in a beam.

Molecules are captured by the clusters from the crossing molecular beam

and after a time sublime from the cluster surface, carrying information

about cluster velocity and temperature [184].
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Vibrational excitation of SF6 molecules was effected by
intense (5 106ÿ107 W cmÿ2) frequency-tuned radiation of a
pulsed CO2 laser. The pulse energy reached 3 J, with the pulse
duration (FWHM) of around 100 ns. Active molecular
vibration n3 was excited in the IR region (948 cmÿ1 [194]).
The laser beam intersected the molecular one at a right angle
at a distance of 75mm from the nozzle cut (see Fig. 12).When
studying IR-MPA of SF6 molecules sublimated from the
surface of �CO2�N clusters, they were excited at a distance of
23 mm from the beam intersection region where the laser spot
was approximately 10� 10 mm. Studies of the IR-MPA of
SF6 molecules in the molecular beam and SF6 molecules
sublimated from the cluster surface were carried out with the
use of a pyroelectric detection of the absorbed energy [168,
169, 189, 191]. The signal induced on a PEDby a cluster beam
and sublimated molecules was amplified (amplification
coefficient ca 100) and fed into a Tektronix TDS-1002 digital
oscillograph. Both molecular and cluster beams operated in
the single-pulse mode. PED readings were averaged over
16 pulses.

The cluster deflection angle resulting from the capture of
molecules is given by the relation

tan y � sin a
m1v1=m2v2 � cos a

; �4:13�

where m1, m2 and v1, v2 are the masses and velocities of
clusters and molecules, respectively, and a is the angle
between the cluster and molecular beams. Under experimen-
tal conditions (a � 90�, m2 � 146 a.m.u., v1 � 450 m sÿ1,
and v2 � 430 m sÿ1 are the measured velocities of clusters
and molecules in the beams), �CO2�N clusters containing
N � 100 particles that captured separate SF6 molecules were
deflected through the angle y � 1:8�, and those with
N � 1000 particles through the angle y � 0:18�.

As revealed in Ref. [195], SF6 molecules trapped by
clusters sublimated after a time from their surfaces. The
authors arrived at this inference based on examining the
signal induced by vibrationally excited SF6 molecules on the
detector recording cluster beams, and on the shape of the
time-of-flight spectra of the �CO2�N cluster beam obtained
with and without the assistance of a molecular beam. In the
laboratory coordinate system, molecules sublimating from
the cluster surface move largely along the cluster beam and
induce an additional signal on the detector (Fig. 13a, b).

The lifetime t of an SF6 molecule captured on the �CO2�N
cluster surface depends on the molecular sublimation
(evaporation) energy and cluster temperature; it can be
estimated from the expression [196]

t � t0 exp
�

DEev

kBTcl

�
; �4:14�

where t0 is the vibrational period of the molecule on the
cluster surface with respect to the van derWaals bond,DEev is
the sublimation (evaporation) heat per molecule, Tcl is the
�CO2�N cluster temperature, and kB is the Boltzmann
constant. The authors of Refs [195, 197] used the available
literature data to estimate parameters entering into formula
(4.14) (t0 � 10ÿ13 s [35], sublimation heat DEev � 5:46 kcal
molÿ1 [186], and Tcl � 100 ± 120 K [35, 106]) and showed that
the lifetime t varies from several dozen to several hundred
microseconds).

Because the detection of molecular and cluster beams
by a PED is based on measuring the beam energy and the

PED is operated at room temperature, a positive signal is
induced on the PED during detection of molecular beams in
which the molecular energy (Eb) meets the condition
Eb > kBTs (kBTs is the particle energy on the surface of
the PED active element). At the same time, the negative
signal is induced on the PED when low-energy molecular
beams (Eb < kBTs) or cluster beams are detected [193].
Generation of the negative signal in the case of detecting
cluster beams is due to the fact that clusters dissociate in
collisions with the PED surface and the energy needed for
their dissociation is removed from the surface. The peculia-
rities of detection of molecular and cluster beams by a PED
are described at greater length in paper [193]. In a word,
molecules and clusters induce signals on a PED, which
exhibit positive and negative polarity, respectively. Selec-
tive vibrational excitation of SF6 molecules scattered from
clusters by an intense pulse of the CO2 laser results in a
significant increase in the molecular internal energy and,
therefore, in a stronger signal induced on the detector.
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Figure 13. Time evolution of the signals induced by a beam of �CO2�N
clusters on a PED in the absence of amolecular beam (a), by a cluster beam

and SF6 molecules sublimated from the cluster surface without excitation

(b), and by a cluster beam and SF6 molecules sublimated from the cluster

surface upon their vibrational excitation by an intense pulse from a CO2

laser (c). The CO2 and SF6 gas pressures above the nozzle are 4.5 and

2.25 atm, respectively. The distance from the nozzle to the cluster beam

detector is 200 mm [184].
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4.3.2 Estimation of (CO2)N cluster temperature from the
IR-MPA spectra of SF6 molecules sublimated from the cluster
surface. As mentioned above, the proposed probe method
allows measuring the cluster temperature from the internal
(vibrational or rotational) energy of the molecules sublimat-
ing from the cluster surface. The internal energy (quantum
state) of the molecules can be determined from rotational or
vibrational±rotational linear absorption spectra (see Sec-
tion 3.1). In specific cases (e.g., for SF6 molecules), the
molecular vibrational energy can be estimated from IR-MPA
spectra. This possibility was realized in Refs [185, 195] in
establishing the temperature of �CO2�N nanoparticles in a
cluster beam. The results obtained are discussed below.

Figure 13a±c illustrates the time evolution of the signals
induced by a beam of �CO2�N clusters on a detector placed at
an angle of y � 2� in the absence of a molecular beam (a), by
cluster beam and SF6 molecules sublimated from the cluster
surface without the prior excitation (b), and by cluster beam
and sublimated SF6molecules upon their excitation by a pulse
ofCO2 laser (c). First, it is seen fromFig. 13a that themolecules
and the clusters induce signals of different polarity on a PED,
as ascertained in Ref. [193]. The `molecular constituent' of the
CO2 beam (positive signal) totally disappears in the presence of
the SF6 beam (Fig. 13b, c) because the molecules and small
�CO2�N clusters are deflected through wide angles. Figure 13b
shows a negative signal from �CO2�N clusters in association
with a positive signal induced on a PED by SF6 molecules
sublimated from the cluster surfaces. The signal from SF6

molecules markedly increases upon their resonance excitation
by an intense CO2-laser pulse (Fig. 13c). An additional signal
induced on a PED by molecular excitation is a measure of
energy absorbed by the molecules from the laser pulse field
[168, 169, 189, 191]. Therefore, measurement of the signal as a
function of excitation frequency and energy density gives
spectral and energy IR-MPA characteristics of SF6 molecules
sublimated from the surface of �CO2�N clusters. These
characteristics and their comparison with SF6 characteristics
in the initial molecular beam can, in turn, be used to estimate
the temperature of �CO2�N clusters [195, 197, 198].

Figure 14 displays IR-MPA spectra of SF6 molecules
sublimated from the surface of �CO2�N clusters (spectrum 1)
and SF6 molecules in the original gas-dynamically cooled
molecular beam (spectrum 2). The two spectra are essentially
different in that the spectrum 1 has a much narrower low-
frequency wing. As reported in Refs [189, 190], this low-
frequency wing in the SF6 MPA spectrum is suppressed as a
result of decreasing the molecular vibrational temperature.
These observations indicate that the vibrational temperature
of the SF6 molecules sublimated from the surface of �CO2�N
clusters is much lower than that of SF6 molecules in the
original molecular beam. It was shown in earlier studies [189±
191] that the vibrational temperature Tvib of SF6 molecules in
a pulsed gas-dynamically cooled molecular beam is less than
150 K, and the rotational temperatureTrot 4 40 K. Compar-
ison of the spectra in Fig. 14 suggests that SF6 molecules
sublimated from the surface of clusters �CO2�N has vibra-
tional temperature Tvib < 150 K, meaning that the tempera-
ture of �CO2�N nanoparticles in a cluster beam isTcl < 150 K.

4.3.3 Determination of (CO2)N cluster temperature from the
time-of-êight spectra of SF6 molecules sublimated from the
cluster surface. In order to determine cluster temperature, it is
necessary to measure the kinetic or internal energy of the
molecules sublimated from the cluster surface. We measured

the kinetic energy (velocity) of these molecules. To this effect,
the time-of-flight method was applied as described in
Refs [191, 199]. The signal induced by sublimated molecules
on the detector was amplified by exciting themwith an intense
pulsed CO2 laser. The laser beam crossed a flux of sublimated
molecules at a distance of 23 mm from the intersection point
of the cluster and molecular beams. The time evolution of the
signals induced on a PED by vibrationally excited SF6

molecules sublimated from the surface of clusters �CO2�N
was measured, and they were compared with the model time-
of-flight (TOF) spectra. In order to realize the `source'
d�x0; t0� of vibrationally excited molecules (x0 Ð coordinate
of the molecular excitation point, t0 Ð instant of excitation),
the laser radiation was focused [184, 185] by a cylindrical lens
onto a spot whose size in the direction to the detector (along
the x-axis) was small (ca 2 mm) compared with the total flight
distance (xdÿx0) from the excitation area to the detector
(5 40 mm) (xd Ðcoordinate of the detector surface). Notice
that vibrational excitation did not influence the kinetic energy
of themolecules due to the absence of collisions between them
in the molecular beam during the time of flight from the
excitation area to detector.

Velocity U of the directional motion of SF6 molecules
sublimated from the cluster surfaces and the longitudinal
component (Vjj) of their thermal velocity were found from a
comparison of experimental findings and the corresponding
calculated dependences for model TOF spectra S�t; y � 0�
[199]. The model TOF spectrum at point xd coinciding with
the detector surface for particles having the above-set velocity
parameters (U, Vjj) is given by the expression [199]

S�t;Vjj� �
�t
t0

Y�tÿ t�F�t� dt ; �4:15�

where F�t� is the function of the molecular source, modulated
by a rectangular pulse, and
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Figure 14. IR-MPA spectra of SF6 molecules sublimated from the surface

of �CO2�N clusters (1) and in the original gas-dynamically cooled

molecular beam (2). Exciting radiation energy density is 1 J cmÿ2. SF6

gas pressure above the nozzle is 2.25 atm in both cases. The distance from

the nozzle to cluster beam detector is 212 mm; the distance between the

detector and the beam intersection region is 119 mm (for spectrum 1), and

the distance from the nozzle to detector is 90 mm (for spectrum 2). For

comparison, the two spectra are reduced to the same peak value [185].
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is the response of the detector to a d�x0; t0� type source [199]
(the solution is written out in the normalized form).

The thermal velocity component Vjj of SF6 molecules can
be used to determine the translational temperature (kinetic
energy) of molecules and, therefore, the temperature of
�CO2�N clusters:

Vjj �
�����������������
2kBTSF6

m

r
; �4:17�

where m is the mass of a SF6 molecule.
Figure 15a presents the measured time-of-flight spectrum

of vibrationally excited SF6 molecules sublimated from the
�CO2�N surface (squares) and a few model TOF spectra
corresponding to relation (4.16) with different velocity
parameters U and Vjj. It should be noted that the experi-
mental TOF signals shown in Fig. 15a represent the difference
between the signals from SF6 molecules vibrationally excited
by a laser pulse at point x0 (analogous to those in Fig. 13c)
and the signals from unexcited SF6 molecules (see Fig 13b).
The distance from the excitation area to detector is xd ÿ x0 �
40 mm. Three spectra with the parameters listed in Table 1
were used to compare experimental data and model spectra.
The experimental data are best fitted to themodel spectrum 2.
Hence, U � 430 � 20 m sÿ1, Vjj � 110� 10 m sÿ1, and
TSF6
� 105� 15 K. Based on the assumption that the

temperature of SF6 molecules sublimated from the cluster
surface is equal to the temperature of �CO2�N clusters, we
arrive at Tcl � 105� 15 K. This value is consistent with the
temperature of large �CO2�N clusters (N5 103) generated in

nozzle sources without a gas-carrier (Tcl � 100ÿ120 K),
which was measured by the electron diffraction method [106].

4.3.4 Factors affecting cluster temperature in a beam and
results of measurements. Let us consider briefly at the
qualitative level the main factors affecting cluster tempera-
ture and results of the measurement of this parameter under
concrete experimental conditions [198]. To begin with, note
that the temperature of clusters with N4 200 monomers
rather strongly depends on their size [35, 39]. It decreases as
the size curtails. In contrast, the temperature increases with
the growth of clusters because they accumulate condensation
heat. On the other hand, large (hot) clusters formed in a
cluster beam cool after condensation stops due to the
evaporation (sublimation) of monomers from the cluster
surface [39] (see also Section 3.2).

Furthermore, the authors of Refs [184, 185, 198] experi-
mented with integrated cluster-size distribution instead of
clusters of a certain size. Clusters produced in nozzle sources
are characterized by logarithmically normal distribution
[1, 187, 188], with the distribution width being roughly equal
to the mean cluster size. For this reason, the measurements
were made with a rather wide spread of cluster sizes
(presumably in the range N � 10ÿ 103). The capture of
single SF6 molecules by clusters of different sizes caused the
clusters to deflect through different angles. Consequently, the
measured cluster temperature depends on the angle y through
which the clusters deflect (see Fig. 12), i.e., the greater the
angle y, the lower the measured temperature. Moreover,
cluster temperature decreases with increasing distance from
the molecule capture area to the detector as a result of cluster
cooling by evaporation (sublimation) [39]. All these factors
influence the results of measurements. By way of example, it
was shown in Ref. [198] that the measured temperature of
sublimated SF6 molecules [hence �CO2�N clusters] was
Tcl � 85� 10 K, when the angle y increased from about 2�

to 3:5� and the molecular excitation area±detector distance
(xd ÿ x0) increased from 40 to 84 mm (Fig. 15b). The model
TOF spectra shown in Fig. 15b have the parameters given in
Table 2.

It should be noted that fragmentation (evaporation)
is the most efficient cooling channel for hot or excited
clusters compared with other energy relaxation channels
(emission of equilibrium radiation, electrons, and ions) [35,
39]. It was shown that a �CO2�N cluster composed of
N � 100 particles cools by DT � 6:8 K as it loses one
molecule through sublimation from its surface (CO2 heat
capacity is 8.87 cal molÿ1 Kÿ1 [186], sublimation energy is
6.03 kcal molÿ1 [186]); evaporation of an SF6molecule results

Table 1

Spectrum U, m sÿ1 Vjj, m sÿ1 TSF6
, K

1
2
3

417
428
465

120
110
95

125
107
80

Table 2

Spectrum U, m sÿ1 Vjj, m sÿ1 TSF6
, K

1
2
3
4
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435
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470
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Figure 15. Time-of-flight spectra of vibrationally excited SF6 molecules

sublimated from the �CO2�N cluster surface in a cluster beam. Experi-

mental data (squares, circles) are shown together with the results of model

calculations using relation (4.16). CO2 and SF6 gas pressures above the

nozzle are 4.5 and 2.25 atm, respectively. See the text for more details.

(a) Angle y � 2�, distance �xd ÿ x0� � 40 mm; (b) y � 3:5�, xd ÿ x0 �
84 mm. The spectra are normalized to the area [198].
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in cluster cooling by DT � 6:2 K. At the same time, the
capture of an SF6 molecule from the molecular beam (the
energy of one molecule in a pulsed beam is ca 0.17 eV [168,
200, 201]) results in a rise in temperature of a �CO2�N cluster
containing N � 100 or N � 10 particles by DT � 4:5 K and
DT � 45 K, respectively. Therefore, the capture of SF6

molecules sharply rises the probability of fragmentation of
small clusters.

The influence of �CO2�N cluster velocity distribution in a
beam on the results of measurement of the velocity of SF6

molecules sublimated from the cluster surface (hence, cluster
temperature) was estimated in Ref. [198] based on the
relationship between the experimentally found longitudinal
component of molecular thermal velocity (Vjj), its real value
(Vjj; real), and the longitudinal component of cluster thermal
velocity (Vjj; cl). The root-mean-square values of these
quantities are related by the expression

hV 2
jj i � hV 2

jj; reali � hV 2
jj; cli : �4:18�

The longitudinal component of thermal velocity of �CO2�N
clusters in a beammeasured by the time-of-flight method was
Vjj; cl � 16 m sÿ1, or significantly smaller than that of
sublimated SF6 molecules (Vjj �110 m sÿ1 and Vjj �95 m sÿ1

in the cases illustrated in Figs 15a and 15b, respectively). In
other words, the factor under consideration had practically
no effect on the results of cluster temperature measurements.

5. Conclusion

The results of experimental and theoretical studies in the
above-cited literature sources indicate that the temperature
(internal energy) of clusters and nanoparticles is an important
physical characteristic determining many of their properties
and the character of processes with their participation.
Therefore, the development of methods for the measurement
of cluster and nanoparticle temperatures remains a topical
issue.

Earlier techniques for this purpose (electron diffraction,
optical, and thermodynamic methods) permit determining
the temperature of large clusters (N5 103) with a rather good
accuracy. Recently proposed kinetic methods for measuring
the temperature of free clusters and nanoparticles in mole-
cular beams make it possible, in principle, to determine the
temperature of clusters and nanoparticles of practically any
size and composition.

The method for determining sodium cluster temperature
in a beam [124] described in Section 4.1 is based on the
measurement of recoil (escape from the beam) energy of
daughter fragments resulting from cluster dissociation. Its
advantage is the possibility of measuring the temperature of
clusters of a given size. At the same time, its application
appears to be restricted to specific conditions, in particular, to
the measurement of magic cluster temperature when the
influence of neighbor-sized clusters in the beam can be
neglected.

The method for determining the temperature of van der
Waals �CF3I�N clusters [167] described in Section 4.2 and
based on the measurement of kinetic energy (velocity) of
dissociation fragments (CF3I molecules) can find, in princi-
ple, a wider application. However, it is limited by the lack of
suitable lasers and studied schemes of photoionization
detection of cluster dissociation fragments. The method
allows not only determining the temperature of IR laser-

excited clusters at different excitation energy densities but
also studying cluster decay kinetics. For example, it was
shown in Ref. [167] that resonant excitation of CF3I
molecules by IR radiation of a pulsed CO2 laser triggers
breakdown of �CF3I�N clusters via successive evaporation of
molecules. There is no significant `overheating' of clusters.
Excited clusters dissociate rather fast (in less than 10ÿ8 s).
Due to this, evaporation of �CF3I�N clusters under the
realized conditions of the experiment (excitation rate, IR
pulse duration) occurs in a stationary or close to stationary
mode.

An advantage of the probe method [184, 185, 198]
described in Section 4.3 is that it is nondestructive and can
be used to measure the temperature of unexcited clusters and
nanoparticles in a beam. However, for this method to be
realized, the heat of evaporation of the probe thermometer-
particle from the cluster surfacemust be lower than that of the
cluster particles themselves. The method is universally
applicable if this condition is met. For example, it permits
determining the temperature of practically any clusters or
nanoparticles in a beam using atoms or molecules with very
low evaporation (sublimation) energy as probe thermo-
meters, viz. He, Ne, H2, N2, CO, and CH4. Also, the large
scattering angle of light atoms (molecules) sublimating from
the cluster surfaces makes it easier to measure the transverse,
rather than longitudinal, component of their thermal velo-
city.

To conclude, the rather low vibrational temperature of
SF6 molecules sublimated from the cluster surface compared
with that in the original beam (see Refs [184, 185, 198])
suggests that the captured SF6 molecules reach perfect
thermal equilibrium with �CO2�N clusters while they remain
on their surfaces. For this reason, they may be regarded as
miniature molecular thermometers carrying real information
on cluster temperature.

The author is grateful to VNLokhman and ANPetin for
assistance in preparing the drawings. The valuable comments
by the reviewer are appreciated. This work was supported in
part by RFBR (grants 07-02-00165 and 09-02-00531).
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